This study has three objectives: to reveal how to create effective copycats design; to determine the most favorable situation for copycats; to cognize the winner of panoplied copycats versus market leader. Study 1 with participation of 98 farmers revealed that copycats managed to steal quality image of market leader through imitation of typography and colour. Study 2 with involvement of 216 farmers suggested that copycat to situate farmer peers as referrals, apply moderately-lower pricing and persuade consumers without sales promotions. Market leader won against copycats in the battle for defending loyal consumers.
Introduction
From the mid-1960s to early 2000, the crop-protection market has been supplied by brands from multinational companies. That changed with deregulation in 2001, which resulted in the availability of generic brands, most of which are copycats in the insecticide, fungicide or herbicide categories. These copycat brands (each in their own way) copied certain sections of the visual elements of the leader's packaging. Through simple observation that focuses only on brand-name imitation of products with two active ingredients, we found numerous copycats in the 2013 book of agriculture and forestry pesticides. Seventeen of 34 products with Profenofos as the active ingredient imitate the name of the leader, Curacron 500 EC, and 74 brands are listed with Paraquat as the active ingredient, with 35 of those products copying the name of Gramoxone 276 SL, the leading brand of herbicide. We presume that copycat companies only accentuate the visual aspects of the leading brand in designing product packaging and have no clear framework. We are interested in examining how to create an effective copycat by generating guidance related to the imitation of graphic elements of the leader's packaging: this is the first goal of the study.
Consumers purchase decisions in the crop-protection market are influenced by at least three actors in their reference group: farmer peers, agriculture kiosk owners and salespeople. Farmer peers are able to convince their friends based on their product-use experience, kiosk owners are able to convince farmers through their selling skills, and salespeople are able to convince farmers with their product knowledge. Copycats have a lower price tag and in the introduction phase, they usually persuade consumers by providing a free gift with purchase. Imagine the following situation: Pak Busar, a rice farmer, leaves for a nearby kiosk with the intent to buy Score 250 EC, a leading, trusted, quality-assured brand of Syngenta fungicide. When he arrives, kiosk owners recommend that he purchase Golskor 250 EC, a copycat brand with a much-lower price tag. Will Pak Busar make the purchase in line with his intention? Or will he decide otherwise? Will his evaluation change because Golskor 250 EC is recommended by others (i.e., farmer peers or salespeople)? Will it change because of the moderately lower price Volume 6 No 1 2019 from an advertisement. Meanwhile, in their first study, DelVecchio and Puligadda (2012) find that lower price is related to lower product quality.
A free gift is one type of sales promotion that directly persuades the consumer to perform a purchase action (Peter and Olson, 2010) . Huff, Alden and Tietje (1999) state that sales promotions-which are divided into monetary and non-monetary promotions-are designed to achieve short-term objectives. The presence of a sales promotion positively influences consumer purchase intention when the offered gift matches the product (Montaner, de Chernatony and Buil, 2011) . According to Buil, de Chernatony and Martínez (2013) , the impact of a sales promotion varies depending on the type of promotion. Monetary promotions have a negative influence on a product's perceived quality, whereas non-monetary promotions have a positive influence on both perceived quality and brand associations.
Companies copycat with the goal of their products becoming generalized with the leading brand (Zaichkowsky, 1995) , having the ability to steal the other brand's identity (Davies, 1998) , obtaining a free ride (Shenkar, 2010) and taking advantages of the benefits and reputation of the original product (Van Horen and Pieters, 2012b). One important prerequisite for effective copycatting to achieve its objectives is that the copycat must have similarity, connectedness and a relationship with the leader (Van Horen and Pieters, 2012b) . When that relationship is achieved and brand identity has moved to the copycat, consumers evaluate both brands as having products of equal quality based on the similarity of their packaging (Loken, Ross and Hinkle, 1986) .
In study 1, we pretend to be a company that practices feature copycatting, with product quality as a property of the leading brand that is a target for theft. Through study 1, we can generate copycat packaging design guidance; the advantage of that guidance is that it comes from real consumer (farmer) evaluations. This guidance will be used to develop a stimulus for study 2. Our study, which is related to copycat stimulus development, is different from those of previous researchers: d 'Astous and Gargouri (2001) used existing copycats in the market as a stimulus, Warlop and Alba (2004) digitally develop a copycat stimulus but do not test it, and Miceli and Pieters (2010) create a copycat stimulus with the help of and following discussions with a professional graphic designers. Whereas Van Horen and Pieters (2012a and 2012b) generate a copycat stimulus based on general meaning described by student participants, their next study (2013) chooses an existing logo and packaging from the market as its copycat stimulus.
d 'Astous and Gargouri (2001) and Van Horen and Pieters (2013) develop a copycat stimulus by taking a copycat product that already exists in the market. We assume that when using a product that is already on the market, the participant evaluation is not free from that product's influence. It is possible that the product has engaged in branding activity such as advertisements and below-the-line activity, either by the company or by participants who knew about the product either from friends or directly from participants who have experience consuming the product. Thus, one or both of the above conditions can influence participant evaluations. Miceli and Pieters (2010) and Van Horen and Pieters (2012a and 2012b) develop a copycat stimulus with a test based exclusively on general meaning (bad/good, unattractive/attractive, uninteresting/interesting, negative/positive), not from the copycat's ability to steal leader identity (our participants are asked about the closeness of the copycat stimulus to the quality of the leading brand's product). In terms of stimulus, we are certain that our study can contribute to enrich prior studies.
Kauppinen-Räisänen, Owusu and Bamfo (2012) note that packaging's impact on the consumer is contextual depending on the participant and the researched product. Accordingly, as stressed by Rettie and Brewer (2000) , Rundh (2009) and Wang's (2013) packaging-related research, packaging should involve consumers. Silayoi and Speece (2007) are interested in the result of packaging research involving rural societies that work in the agricultural sector and involve Asian consumers.
We tried to alleviate prior researchers' concerns by designing a study with farmer involvement according to Gau, Jae and Viswanathan (2012) , who include low-literate consumers, a group that often is unrepresented in the research. In terms of participants, our study is different than 6 prior studies of copycats (d' Astous and Gargouri, 2001; Warlop and Alba, 2004; Miceli and Pieters, 2010; Van Horen and Pieters, 2012a , 2012b , all of which use student participants. According to Andersen et al. (2010) student homogeneity limits an experiment's ability to detect heterogeneity that exists in the wider population. Another aspect of our study that is different and novel is that reference group and sales promotions are two variables that to our knowledge have never been studied in the copycat literature.
Conceptual Framework
In a real market situation, it is quite possible for consumers to already have a purchase intention for the leading brand before they arrive at the agriculture kiosk because, according to Dick and Basu (1994) , that intention is triggered by consumer brand loyalty. Repeat purchase intention occurs when consumers can accept the product, thus generating willingness to purchase again (and much more of it), as described by Schiffman and Kanuk (2004) , who agree with Dick and Basu (1994) that all repeat purchase intention is related to brand loyalty. Romaniuk and Nenycz-Thiel (2013) claim that consumers' loyalty to certain brands results in strong brand associations between consumers and the brand. Dick and Basu (1994) state that consumer loyalty arises out of attitudes such as commitment, trust and satisfaction from belonging to a particular brand.
Become pioneers have been without rivals in the national crop-protection market for more than 30 years, multinational brands have established strong relationships with and attracted the loyalty of farmers. According to the National Pesticide Society (HMPN), multinational companies had a 60% market share in 2012 (Antara, 2012) . As pioneer brands, such companies have several advantages: a brand position with roots in consumer minds; high barriers to new brands with respect to product quality, advertisement and distribution; long-time domination of the market; the benefit of obstacles related to cost and experience that affect new brands; and advantages related to reputation and image (Haines, Chandran and Parkhe, 1989) .
Since 2001, the market has changed drastically in terms of an increased number of brands: in 2013 there were 2705 brands listed, almost five times as many as in 2000, when there were only 594 brands (Indonesia Ministry of Agriculture, 2000 and . Many of these additional brands are copycats, potentially influencing consumers' purchasing intention and behaviour because farmers now have many options related to products and price. According to Young, DeSarbo and Morwitz (1998) , purchase intention cannot be generalized as an early sign of purchase behaviour: farmers who come to a kiosk with the intent to buy the leading brand could engage in the reverse behaviour. This study examined the impact of copycat presence (lower prices and sales promotions) on the purchase behaviour of leading brand-loyal consumers. We design our conceptual framework by stressing the advantages on the copycat side (recommended by all reference groups) and the leading brand that competes with the copycat. In terms of reference group recommendations, we focus on the influence of separate recommendations (farmer peers only or kiosk owners only or salespeople only), although in real life it is entirely possible that consumers could be influenced by more than one referral. Our study decided to input two degrees of copycats' lower price strategy: (1) moderately lower (15% lower than leader brand); and (2) much lower (30% lower than leader brand). For sales promotions, we focused on two situations: (1) copycats using a sales promotion of a free gift; and (2) copycats not using such a sales promotion. 
Method
The researchers chose to take an experimental approach so that we could observe behaviour and identify causality (Charness, Gneezy and Kuhn, 2012) . Gau, Jae and Viswanathan (2012) suggest that this approach is appropriate for research among low-literate consumers. Based on the place of execution, Sekaran (2003) divided experimental design into two types: lab experiments and field experiments.
We decided to perform field experiments based on the following considerations: 1. The study area is far from our location, making it expensive to invite participants to a lab experiment. 2. Our participants are farmers whose cultivation activities vary; thus, we cannot be sure whether they will turn out for lab experiments in the number that we expect. 3. We want our participants to feel comfortable when they are participating in the experiment; the best, most comfortable places for them are the field, the agriculture kiosk and the house.
Involving low-literate consumers in our study was a challenge because we must devote attention to several issues, as stated by Gau, Jae and Viswanathan (2012) . We eliminated reading and writing tasks by delivering our presentation using PowerPoint slides with audio (Study 1) and video (Study 2); all writing tasks are performed by an assistant; we simplified terms and used daily language (e.g.,the common word "obat" was employed in the presentation to mean "pesticide" whereas although its true meaning is "medicine"); we used visual scales for the evaluation task and we chose local people who can speak the local language as experiment assistants to make our participants comfortable, to encourage more to come and to prevent anxiety. (Silayoi and Speece, 2004) To develop packaging for a feature copycat, the study used graphics elements that consist of four elements: layout, colour, typography and photography (Silayoi and Speece, 2004) .
Figure 3. Graphics elements on Antracol 70 WP
A copycat that imitates all of a competitor's graphical elements implicates legal issues such as case law on battery products involving brand GS against GiSi. The Supreme Court of Indonesia handed down a decision to cancel the GiSi brand, giving a win to leading brand GS, holding that GiSi has a similar name, layout and colour combination (Utami, 2015) . Based on that consideration, we are sure that this strategy is unpopular because of the risk and thus, no copycat with imitation on four graphics elements is included in the study. Our decision is strengthened by Van Horen and Pieters (2012a), who state that blatant, high-similarity copycats are proven less threatening to leading brands than are moderate-similarity copycats. Moreover, imitation on one graphics element is also not included because we believe that imitation of a single element is inadequate to create a connection to the market leader.
From four elements, we are able to generate six combination of imitation on two graphics (A-F) and four combinations of imitation on three graphics (G-J). We chose Antracol 70 WP, a leading, well-known fungicide brand of Bayer CropScience, as our copycatted product. A designer helped us create one picture that represented the leader brand and ten pictures that represented ten combinations of graphics imitations.
Study 1 applied a within-subject experiment with two steps of randomization: order of presentation and arrangement of participants. We conducted field experiments in the Probolinggo District of the Province of East Java because we consider that district's farmers to be very familiar with copycats. It is appropriate to ask users how to design copycat packaging. Two paid, trained college students performed two weeks of limited field experiments from 5 January 2015 to 18 January 2015. They visited field, kiosk and farmer residences in a search for willing participants. Once an experiment assistant procured a participant, the first step was to ask him/her to practice the experiments via trial presentation to ensure that he/she understood how to respond. The practice presentation was filled with pictures of foods and drinks; the farmers were asked to evaluate their taste on a sevenpoint scale with semantic differentials ("not delicious"/"very tasty"). Next, each participant's familiarity with the market leader was tested. Participants observed a picture of Antracol 70 WP for five seconds and evaluated it on three semantic differentials with seven point scales ("not familiar at all"/ "highly familiar", "never"/"often", "bad"/"good") adopted from Van Horen and Pieters (2012b). The final experiment asked farmers to evaluate ten copycat pictures (one at a time) on the equality of their efficacy and that of Antracol 70 WP on a single semantic differential on a seven-point scale ("not equal at all"/"highly equal"). The presentations were shown on a laptop and at the end we thanked farmers for their participation.
Ninety-eight farmers (70 men, 33 40-50 years of age, 58 of whom planted shallots) participated. We decided to use only data from participants who have (M ≥ 6) in the mean of the leading brand familiarity test that was used in our analysis. We argue only that the consumers who are very familiar with the leading brand (M ≥ 6) can provide valuable feedback with suitable and valuable input for copycat product development. There are 79 participants whose data can be calculated; the rest are eliminated. Study 1 proposed that imitating both typography and the colour of the leader's packaging is effective to steal the leader's quality image. The result shows that imitation of fewer graphics is the most positive, consistent with the research insights of d' Astous and Gargouri (2001) and Van Horen and Pieters (2012a). The first two researchers state that the excellence of an imitation had no impact on consumer evaluations of the copycat, whereas the latter two authors find that a moderate-similarity copycat can be more threatening than a high-similarity copycat. Colour is the only element that in the list of the top six (A-E-H-D-I-G) most positive consumer evaluations. Silayoi and Speece (2007) reveal that colour is the major influence in consumers' selection process. 
Study 2 Experiment Design and Stimuli Development
We randomly allocated participants to thirty-six situations in a between-subject experiment. The situation has a 3 (copycat referrals: farmer peers, kiosk owners, salespeople) x 2 (copycat lower price: moderately lower, extremely lower) x 2 (copycat sales promotions: with, without) x 3 (product category: insecticide, fungicide, herbicide) design. Three districts in the province of East Java-Bojonegoro, Lumajang and Banyuwangi-were selected for Study 2, representing the west side, centre and east side of the province. The study involved seventy-two participants from each district, meaning that two farmers per district were assigned to a single situation and thus, six participants overall were allocated to a single situation. 
Remarks:
One leading brand was picked for every category of pesticide i.e., Furadan 3 GR for insecticide, Score 250 EC for fungicide and Round Up 486 SL for herbicide. We developed copycat products by imitating the leaders' typography and colour as guidance generated by Study 1. To avoid trapping participants in the one-to-one comparison task and to create experiments that were as similar as possible to a market situation, we developed one no-copycat product for each category of pesticide. Graphic designers helped us produce the pictures and 36 videos were created to concretize situations 1a-i to 3d-iii (please see Table 3 ) for the participants. 
Remarks
Scene 1 : While resting after arriving from the field, participants were reminded to go to the kiosk to buy the leading brand (situations with 3 rd digit i = buy Furadan 3 GR; situations with 3 rd digit ii = buy Score 250 EC; situations with 3 rd digit iii = buy Round Up 486 SL) Scene 2 : Participants preparing to go to the nearby agriculture kiosk Scene 3 : Participant on his way Scene 4a : Farmer peers (situations with 1 st digit 1) recommend that participants buy a copycat brand Scene 4b : Kiosk owners (situations with 1 st digit 2) recommend that participants buy a copycat brand Scene 4c : Salespeople (situations with 1 st digit 3) recommend that participants buy a copycat brand Scene 5 : Participant evaluation (a: copycat at moderately-lower price with gift; b: copycat at much lower price with gift; c: copycat at moderately-lower price without gift; d: copycat at much lower price without gift)
Procedure
We employed six paid, trained experiment assistants in study 2. Three of them spent eleven days (21 May 2015 to 31 May 2015) finishing the field study in Bojonegoro. One assistant spent twenty-four days (6 May 2015 to 29 May 2015) researching participants in Lumajang. Two study helpers spent seven days (21 May 2015 to 27 May 2015) completing tasks in Banyuwangi. They looked for participants at farmers' favourite places, i.e., their residences, kiosks and fields. Participants were involved in three experiments-a practice session, a leading-brand familiarity test and a final experiment-that were presented on a laptop. The first experiment was designed to make farmers understand and become familiar with their tasks (using the practice presentation employed in study 1). The second experiment consisted of four leading brand-related questions: familiarity, usage, quality evaluation and purchase intention. A picture of the market leader was shown to the participants, who evaluated it on four semantic differentials using a seven-point scale ("not familiar at all"/"highly familiar", "never"/"often", "bad"/"good", "no"/"yes"). For the last task, participants were assigned to thirty-six situations and asked to evaluate their willingness to buy ("definitely no"/"definitely yes") three brands using a comparative screen with a seven-point scale. The indicators were adopted from Van Horen and Pieters (2012b).
Hypotheses Development
A peer group is a group of friends or associates with a similar background. Within the group, there is a tendency to develop and share certain meanings, thus influencing group members' purchase behaviour and consumption (Peter and Olson, 2010) . We believe that farmers' peers have a positive impact on consumer evaluations. In the context of consumers' daily activity, kiosk owners are closer than salespeople because consumers consider the kiosk owners' recommendations second. Copycats will be evaluated positively by the reference groups sequence as follows: farmer peer > kiosk owners > salespeople. When farmer peers promote copycats, consumers will evaluate copycats most positively and the leading brand most negatively. Thus, the reference groups' influence on the evaluation of leading brands is seen in the following order: farmer peer < kiosk owners < salespeople. For these reasons, we arrive at the following hypotheses:
H1: (a) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from farmer peers (more positive) and consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from kiosk owners in terms of their willingness to buy a copycat. (b) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from farmer peers (more negative) and consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from kiosk owners in terms of their willingness to buy a market leader. (c) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from farmer peers (more positive) and consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from salespeople in terms of their willingness to buy a copycat. (d) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from farmer peers (more negative) and consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from salespeople in terms of their willingness to buy a market leader. (e) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from kiosk owners (more positive) and consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from salespeople in terms of their willingness to buy a copycat. (f) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from kiosk owners (more negative) and consumers who receive a recommendation to buy a copycat from salespeople in terms of their willingness to buy a market leader.
Like Tsao et al. (2005) and DelVecchio and Puligadda's (2012) studies on price, our study finds that lower price is associated with lower product quality. Consumers will evaluate higher-priced copycats more positively than lower-priced ones, while making a contrary evaluation of the leading brand in the same situation. This provides the rationale for the following hypotheses.
H2: (a) There will be a difference between consumers who obtain a copycat at a moderately-lower price (more positive) and consumers who obtain a copycat at a much lower price in terms of their willingness to buy a copycat. (b) There will be a difference between consumers who obtain a copycat at a moderately-lower price (more negative) and consumers who obtain a copycat at a much lower price in terms of their willingness to buy a market leader.
Non-monetary promotions such as free gifts have a more positive impact on perceived quality than do monetary promotions (Buil, de Chernatony and Martínez, 2013) . A hat is an attractive gift in the crop-protection market: as noted by Buil, de Chernatony and Montaner (2013) , such a gift can significantly drive consumer evaluation. We predicted that consumers will be more willing to buy a copycat that comes with a free hat than a copycat that comes without a gift. In the same situation involving a leading brand, we conclude the reverse. These findings are the basis of our third hypotheses.
H3: (a) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a copycat with a free gift (more positive) and consumers who receive a copycat without a free gift in terms of their willingness to buy a copycat.
(b) There will be a difference between consumers who receive a copycat with a free gift (more negative) and consumers who receive a copycat without a free gift in terms of their willingness to buy a market leader.
Result
In Bojonegoro, seventy-two farmers (58 men, 31 aged 50-60 years, 58 rice farmers) participated in our research. The district of Lumajang was represented by seventy-two farmers (72 men, 30 aged 40-50 years, 54 rice farmers) and the district of Banyuwangi was represented by seventy-two farmers (70 men, 42 aged 40-50 years, 57 rice farmers). Overall, 216 farmers (200 men, 90 aged 40-50 years, 169 rice farmers) participated.
We dismissed forty-two responses from participants with a purchase intention of less than four for the leading brand because the study stressed finding the impact of a copycat's presence on leader-loyal consumers. A factorial ANOVA was employed to test a 3 (copycat referrals = R) x 2 (copycat lower price = P) x 2 (copycat sales promotions = G) x 3 (product category = C) between-subject design. As shown in Table 6 , copycat referrals (F(2, 141) = 1.269, p > .05), copycat lower price (F(1, 141) =.255, p > .05), copycat sales promotions (F(1, 141) =.080, p > .05) and product category (F(2, 141) = 2.385, p > .05) did not have a significantly different impact on consumers'willingness to buy a copycat. Interaction effects of the independent variables were also absent, as shown by all p > .05. As shown in Table 7 , copycat referrals (F(2, 141) = .682, p > .05), lower prices for copycats (F(1, 141) =1.524, p > .05), copycat sales promotions (F(1, 141) =.375, p > .05) and product category (F(2, 141) = .467, p > .05) did not have a significantly different impact on consumers' willingness to buy the leading brand. The interaction effects of the independent variables that were not present were shown by all p > .05.
Hypotheses Testing and Findings
Although the results did not find that the independent variables had a significant effect on consumers' willingness to buy a copycat versus the market leader in a comparative situation, we consider it essential to highlight our important findings. We start with the following hypotheses:
H1: (a) Consumer willingness to buy a copycat is more positive when farmer peers recommend the copycat (M = 4.28, SD = 2.41) than when kiosk owners recommend the copycat (M = 3.55, SD = 2.10)  Supported. (b) Consumer willingness to buy a market leader is more negative when farmer peers recommend the copycat (M = 5.84, SD = 1.73) than when kiosk owners recommend the copycat (M = 6.02, SD = 1.54)  Supported. (c) Consumer willingness to buy a copycat is more positive when farmer peers recommend the copycat (M = 4.28, SD = 2.41) than when salespeople recommend the copycat (M = 3.95, SD = 2.06)  Supported. (d) Consumer willingness to buy a market leader is more negative when farmer peers recommend the copycat (M = 5.84, SD = 1.73) than when salespeople recommend the copycat (M = 6.12, SD = 1.34)  Supported.
(e) Consumer willingness to buy a copycat is more positive when kiosk owners recommend the copycat (M = 3.55, SD = 2.10) than when salespeople (M = 3.95, SD = 2.06) recommend the copycat  Not supported. (f) Consumer willingness to buy a market leader is more negative when kiosk owners recommend the copycat (M = 6.02, SD = 1.54) than when salespeople recommend the copycat (M = 6.12, SD = 1.34)  Supported. H2: (a) Consumer willingness to buy a copycat is more positive when the copycat is offered at a moderatelylower price (M = 3.99, SD = 2.27) than when the copycat is offered at a much lower price (M = 3.87, SD = 2.14)  Supported. (b) Consumer willingness to buy the market leader is more negative when the copycat is offered at moderately-lower price (M = 5.91, SD = 1.73) than when the copycat is offered at a much lower price (M = 6.08, SD = 1.33)  Supported. H3: (a) Consumer willingness to buy a copycat is more positive when the copycat is accompanied by a free gift (M = 3.74, SD = 2.15) than when the copycat is not accompanied by a free gift (M = 4.11, SD = 2.25)  Not supported. (b) Consumer willingness to buy a market leader is more negative when the copycat is accompanied by a free gift (M = 6.09, SD = 1.25) than when the copycat is not accompanied by a free gift (M = 5.90, SD = 1.78)  Not supported.
Our research succeeded in finding the most favourable conditions for copycats, which will be achieved when copycats exploit farmers as referrals, use moderately-lower price strategies and decline to use sales promotions. We can break down the ideal copycat situation by category of pesticide as shown in Figure 6 . The most favourable conditions for insecticide copycats occurred when farmers were appointed to promote copycats, when copycats' prices were set at a moderately-lower level than the leader and when copycats were sold without a free gift. The same advantageous situation will exist for copycat fungicides when they go to market following the exact steps taken by insecticides, except that brand referrals should be made by salespeople. Copycat herbicides will experience the most propitious situation if farmers are designated as brand ambassadors, if a strategy of much lower prices is employed and if a free-gift-with-purchase program is employed. when recommended by farmer peers; in the same situation, consumers evaluated the leader brand most negatively (M=5.84). When copycats were offered at a moderately-lower price, consumers gave it the highest evaluation (M=3.99) while giving the leading brand the lowest evaluation (M=5.91). Copycats without sales promotion receive the most positive consumer evaluation (M=4.11), whereas in the same situation the leading brand received the most negative consumer evaluation (M=5.90). Figure 8 . Copycat versus Market Leader by Pesticide Category Figure 8 shows that in the herbicide category, copycats are more accepted (M=4.37) by consumers than in the fungicide (M=3.97) and insecticide (M=3.52) categories. We also can see that the leading brand is the most resistance to copycat attack in the insecticide (M=6.11) category.
Discussion
Imitation is common in the business world and is applied in various forms. Some parties characterize it as foul, counter-creative and hurting innovators, whereas dissenters argues that mimicry is not as despicable as alleged because it requires a great deal of effort to create a perfect-likeness copycat. The phenomenon of emerging markets may encourage manufacturers to step on the innovation pedal to generate new products that satisfy diverse market segments. When creativity cannot counterbalance the speed of product demand, imitation may overtake it.
Study 1 argues that copycats might be able to compete by imitating less of the leading brand's competitive skills, although as shown in Study 2, copycats failed to strike innovators. However, as pioneer brands for more than three decades, market leaders possessed many advantages, and our results are reasonable. Understanding favourable situations is important for copycats because that understanding helps in developing effective and efficient marketing tactics. By directing marketing efforts appropriately to the targeted consumer in positive situations, copycats become effective. By reducing the investment cost in trial-and-error attempts to identify favourable situations, copycats become efficient. The winner learns additional lessons by emulating copycatadvantageous situations and considering those situations when formulating marketing intelligence. This study provides insights into both brands so that they can continue to focus on future competition in the field of crop protection.
Study limitations and future research
This study has limitations related to implementing experiments. We found that laptop usage is less practical and presents battery-life issues. In the future, tablets should be optional. Typography and colour on Study 1 were - determined by designer without pre-test. There were no pre-test presentations of Studies 1 and 2 to ensure that their content would be understandable to the targeted participants. This issue is rendered less serious by the experiment assistants' ability to speak the local language. The video used in Study 2 displayed male farmers despite the fact that some of the participants were female. Moreover, three of the products displayed in the evaluation scene were not randomly presented. Various experiment locations (residences, field, and kiosk) may result in differences in participants' responses caused by comfort, fatigue and time-availability issues. It was difficult to create isolated field experiments because participants' family and friends were often curious about the process. We established the "moderately-lower" copycat price as 15% less and the "much lower" copycat price as 30% less based on our assumptions.
To certify our study, future researchers can conduct the following experiments: investigate consumers' age and/or the homogeneity of their crops. Younger farmers may have a different response to copycats. Similarly, a group of vegetable farmers might potentially evaluate copycat brands than farmers who plant fruit or rice. We concluded that the feature copycat is unable to counter the market leader. Van Horen and Pieters (2012b) have proven that the feature-copycat approach is less effective than the theme-copycat approach. It would be interesting to inspect how leading brand defends against theme copycats. It would be readable to examine copycatting from the consumer-appropriateness perspective and from the corporate side (product manager, sales manager) perspective. Future researchers can particularize copycatting in the hospitality industry in which involves services instead of physical products and our experimental framework can duplicated in research on other industries.
